The aim of a probabilistic output analysis is to derive a probability distribution of possible output values for a program from a probability distribution of its input. We present a method for performing static output analysis, based on program transformation techniques. It generates a probability function as a possibly uncomputable expression in an intermediate language. This program is then analyzed, transformed, and approximated. The result is a closed form expression that computes an over approximation of the output probability distribution for the program. We focus on programs where the possible input follows a known probability distribution. Tests in programs are not assumed to satisfy the Markov property of having fixed branching probabilities independently of previous history.
Introduction
The aim of a probabilistic output analysis (POA) is to derive a probability distribution for output values from a probability distribution for input to a program. Internal properties of a program can also be analyzed in this way by instrumenting programs with step-counters for complexity analysis [30] or energy consumption measures [23] .
When analyzing energy consumption, probability distributions may provide more useful information than boundaries. Wierman et al. states that "global energy consumption is affected by the average case, rather than the worst case" [38] . Also in scheduling "an accurate measurement of a tasks averagecase execution time (ACET) can assist in the calculation of more appropriate deadlines" [18] . For a subset of programs a precise average case execution time can be found using static analysis [13, 15, 33] . In some cases the POA delivers not only an accurate output average but the more descriptive accurate output distribution. In other cases the POA must over approximate the probability distribution and the expected value (average case result) will be approximated safely as a range. Another application area for POA is in temperature management, where worst-case bounds are important [34] . Because POA return distributions it can be used to calculate the probability of energy consumptions above a certain limit, and thereby indicating the risk of over-heating.
The main contribution in this paper is to present a technique for probabilistic analysis where the analysis is seen as a program-to-program translation. This means that the transformation to closed form is a source code program transformation problem and not specific to the analysis. Any necessary approximation in the analysis is also performed at the source code level. The technique also makes it possible to balance the precision of the analysis against the brevity of the result.
The method in this paper is inspired by the techniques used in automatic complexity analysis. Wegbreit's Metric system [37] laid the ground work for many later systems with an aim of deriving least, worst and average case complexity measures. Later works in this area have focused on worst case complexity [2, 24, 30] with advanced systems that can analyze realistic programs. The approach in this paper uses an approach similar to automatic complexity analysis [30] in that we derive the probability distribution without approximations but only in the last phase introduce approximations. We use a simple first-order functional language with restricted recursion for the analysis, but it can be seen as an intermediate language for analysis of programs in other languages. We transform the original program into a program that computes the probability distribution and this program can then be analyzed, transformed, and approximated. It is thus an alternative to deriving cost relations directly from the program [2, 24] or expressing costs as abstract values in a semantics for the language.
As with automatic complexity analysis the aim of probabilistic output analysis is to extract the result as a parameterized expression. The time complexity of a program should be stated as a closed form expression in the input size and for probabilistic output analysis the aim is to find the probability of output values of the program as a function in output values and input size or range. As a small example let us consider the addition add of two independent integer values x and y evenly distributed from 1 to n. It is a tail-recursive program where the output distribution is well-known to be a triangular shaped distribution. The program and the input probability distributions should both be expressed in the same language as they are part of the transformational approach to obtain the output probability distribution.
add(x,y) = if (x=0) then y else add(x-1,y+1) px(x,n) = if (x >= 1 and x <= n) then 1/n else 0 py(y,n) = if (y >= 1 and y <= n) then 1/n else 0
Our probabilistic output analysis returns a function describing the probability distribution of the output:
The probability distribution is here a closed form expression parameterized in the output value (z) and range of input values (n). The analysis can also be used for more complex input distributions and programs but it will not always be able to reduce it to a precise result in closed form. If this is not possible we will approximate the distribution and thus get an over approximation of the extreme cases and a range for the expected value. If input values are not independent we can specify a joint distribution for the values.
Probability distributions
The analysis presented here assumes a discrete set of values for input and output. The set will be finite or countable and we will use discrete probability distributions. We consider the input to a program as a discrete random variable and the input probability distribution is then a probability measure that to an event of input having a given value assigns a value between 0 and 1. This is also often referred to as the probability mass function in the discrete case, and in the continuous case the equivalent is the probability density functions. We will use the phrase probability distribution to denote mappings from single values (input or output) to a probability or number between 0 and 1. Distribution will be denoted with an upper case P letter.
Definition 1 (input probability) For a countable set X an input probability distribution is a mapping P x : X → {r ∈ IR | 0 ≤ r ≤ 1}, where
We define the output probability distribution for a program p in a forward manner. It is the weight or sum of all probabilities of input values where the program returns the desired value z as output.
Definition 2 (output probability) Given a program, p : X → Z and a probability distribution for the input, P X , the output probability distribution, P p (z), is defined as:
Note that Kozen also uses a similar forward definition [21] , whereas Monniaux constructs the inverse and expresses the relationship in a backwards style [25] . Lemma 1 The output probability distribution, P p (z), satisfies
The program may not terminate for all input and therefore the sum may be less than one. If we expand the domain Z with an element to denote non-termination, Z ⊥ , the total sum of the output distribution P p (z) would be 1.
Approximations of probability distributions. The output analysis cannot necessarily derive the precise probability distribution. Various approaches to approximations of probability distributions have been proposed and can be interpreted as imprecise probabilities [1, 9, 11] . Dempster-Shafer structures [17, 3] and P-boxes [9, 12] can be used to capture and propagate uncertainties of probability distributions. There are several results on extending arithmetic operations to probability distributions for both known dependencies between random variables and when the dependency is unknown or only partially known [4, 6, 19, 35, 39] . Algorithms for lifting basic operations on numbers to basic operations on probability distributions can be used as abstractions in static analysis based on abstract interpretation [25] . Our approach uses the P-boxes as bounds of probability distributions. P-boxes are normally expressed in terms of the cumulative probability function but we will here use the probability mass function. We do not, however, use the various basic operations on P-boxes but apply approximations to a probability program such that it forms a P-box.
Definition 3 (over and under approximation) For a distribution P p an over and under approximation (P p and P p ) of the distribution satisfies the conditions:
The aim of the output analysis is to derive as tight approximations P p and P p as possible.
Lemma 2 Given the definition for over and under approximation they will have boundaries for their total weights as
When P p = P p the total weight for each function will be equal to the total weight of P p , according to definition 3. For terminating programs the total weight is 1.
Expected value. Provided that the output from the program is numerical, one may be interested in the average output value of the program or the expected value of the output distribution. If the program does not terminate for all input it is not clear how to define the expected value so as part of the further analysis we need a guarantee that the program terminates. If the sum of the P p is 1 then we know that the program terminates for all possible input (i.e. input with probability greater than zero).
Lemma 3
The under approximation of a probability distribution satisfies
A similar implication does not apply to the over approximation. The expected value of the output distribution is defined as the weighted average of the distribution.
Definition 4 (expected value)
The expected value of the output distribution is defined as
If we cannot analyze the program precisely, we can use the over approximation to compute an interval for the expected value. We cannot use the approximation P p directly as its weight is not necessarily 1. It can, however, be used to define over and under approximations to the cumulative probability distribution. These two can then be used to calculate a lower and an upper bound for the expected values.
Definition 5 (expected value interval)
For an over approximation of a probability distribution P p we define an over and under accumulation (F ↑ and F ↓ ) and over and under expected value (E ↑ and E ↓ ).
Notice that an expected value based on an over approximation of the accumulated probability gives an under approximation of the expected value. If the output space Z is integers then the dec function will just subtract one from its argument.
Lemma 4 (expected value interval) For a terminating program the expected value can be approximated by an interval from the over approximation of the probability distribution.
Externalize resource usage. The output analysis can be used to analyze internal properties of the program provided these properties are externalized. As in automatic worst case complexity analysis [30] , this may be done by instrumenting the program with step counting information. Similarly we might instrument programs with energy consumption based on low level energy models for operations [23] to be able to analyze programs for average energy consumption.
Usually an operational or denotational semantics of a simple first order functional programming language describes programs as mappings from input values to output values. The time, space or energy required to perform the computation would normally not be part of the semantics. A simple form of resource analysis is to count the number of basic operations that a computation would require. An automatic complexity analysis [30] is then based on a semantics that has been extended (or instrumented) with step-counting information so that the meaning of a program is a mapping from input values to a tuple of the number of steps and the output value. If we write this semantics as an interpreter in the source language we can convert a program to a step-counting version of the program by partial evaluation. In this way the complexity analysis has been transformed into an output analysis of the program. The aim of the complexity analysis is then to generate an over approximation of the (first component of the) possible output as a function of the size of the possible input. If the semantics is instrumented with other types of resource information we can analyze programs with respect to these properties. Some automatic complexity analysis systems are based on translating programs into cost relations [2] or cost equations [24] . These approaches are then used as approximations of an instrumented semantics that captures the cost of computations.
The functional language we use here may be seen as a meta language for the analysis since we should extend source programs with resource information before they are analyzed. One can also use it as a meta language for analyzing programs in other languages. This can be achieved by having a stepcounting interpreter for the other language written in the first order functional language. When analyzing software for embedded systems the programs are often written in simple c-like languages which should then be translated into this meta language.
The challenge of approximation. Analysis of probabilistic behavior introduces some new challenges compared to worst case analysis. It is well known that a function of expected values is not necessarily the same as the expected value of the function. There are a number of other potential pitfalls when making approximations in a probabilistic setting. One might assume that conditions in a program can be assigned a fixed probability of being true independently of previous execution paths in the program. One might also assume that variables have independent probability distributions. An unfortunate effect of using independence as an approximation is that it tends to under approximate the extreme cases. In a throw of two dice the sum of 12 has probability 1/36 if we can assume independence. If (by some magic) they always showed the same the probability increases to 1/6. The situation is well-known in the insurance industry and for financial risk management (valuation of derivatives) where one may want to over approximate the risk of extreme event when events are not guaranteed to be independent. One approach to handle such situations is the use of copulas [5] and comonotonicity of probability measures [10] .
Transformation Based Analysis
Our analysis is based on a small first order functional language with primitive recursion. The first step of the analysis is to translate programs into a new language of probability distribution programs. We then use analysis and transformation techniques to transform the probability distributions into closed form. Failing that, we may over approximate the distribution as discussed in section 5.
Programs (p) are defined as a collection of functions
The first function in the program is called externally and for that function we have an input probability distribution P x specified as a symbolic expression e x . The language uses a base set D of values for simple expressions, and functions in a program denote mappings from tuples of values to values D * → D. The base set of values will not be further restricted here, nor do we specify the exact set of basic operations in the language. Functions are either non-recursive or primitive recursive. The latter will have the form:
Non-recursive functions have right hand sides that are built from simple operations conditional expressions and function calls to non-recursive and primitive recursive functions.
Probability distribution program
The 
This definition is related to the indicator function [26] or characteristic function for membership of sets. We also extend the language with a finite product construction which will be used for unfolding primitive recursion.
The first phase constructs the probability distribution program from the original program and a joint input distribution function. The input distribution is defined as a function P x (x 1 , . . . , x n ) = e x that computes the probability of each possible input value. If the arguments are independent the function can be written as a product of the probability distribution of each parameter
The raw form of the probability distribution program is defined as follows. Given an output value, the distribution program sums the probabilities for all input value tuples that the original program maps to the output value. The probability distribution program (P p ) is defined as follows.
We view a probability distribution program as a program that can be transformed and analyzed. In the next phase function calls are unfolded and in the following phase the result is simplified using rewrite rules.
Unfolding
In this phase we unfold function calls in the program. We will introduce the central transformation rules for unfolding calls to functions in the original program based on the syntactical structure.
Function calls. Simple calls to functions can be unfolded directly. Calls to primitive recursive function can be composed but each call can be analyzed separately by constructing a joint input distribution function to the call. For such function calls we rewrite the program as follows
This rule extends the program with an extra probability function P u . We assume that the programs do not have unrestricted recursion and therefore we will only generate a bounded number of extra probability functions.
Conditional expressions. For conditional expressions we use the following rule
Unfolding primitive recursion. For primitive recursion we collect the probability of a given result being returned for any number of recursive calls. The condition may never evaluate to true for a certain input (non-termination), and in that situation the sum of output probabilities will be less than 1.
The recursive functions have the form
. . , x n )) then g(x 1 , . . . , x n ) else f (e 1 . . . , e n ) and they should be analyzed for all input probability distributions we detect at calls to these functions. The transformation for the primitive recursive form is
where h(i, x 1 , . . . , x n ) = if (i = 0) then x 1 , . . . , x n else h(i − 1, e 1 , . . . , e n ) .
In the transformed expression we introduce two variables: i that represents the number of recursive calls, and j that represents all previous recursions for the i under investigation (when i is 0 the term ∏ i−1 j=0 C(¬b(h( j, x 1 , . . . , x n ))) evaluates to 1). The new function h(i, x 1 , . . . , x n ) describes the evaluation of the expressions e 1 , . . . , e n , i times. Only when the ith condition is true and all previous conditions are false can the expression evaluate to a probability above 0.
Symbolic summation
In the previous phase we unfolded calls to functions in the original program. The aim of this phase is to use algebraic transformation techniques to remove summations. The methods we use are similar to the transformations used in worst case execution time system for solving recurrence equations [31, 24] or symbolic summation techniques in loop bound computations [20] . Some of the central transformation rules we apply in this phase are listed below. In the following transformations the expressions e 1 and e 2 are assumed not to contain the summation variable x.
One could also use computer algebra systems in the reduction process but some of the rules are quite specific to the way we handle the boundaries of summations with the special constraint function. There are a number of rules to combine products of constraint functions and to split intervals into separate expressions.
C(e 1 ≤ x ≤ e 2 ) ·C(e 3 ≤ x ≤ e 4 ) = C(max(e 1 , e 3 ) ≤ x ≤ min(e 2 , e 4 )) C(max(e 1 , e 2 ) ≤ e 3 ) = C(e 1 > e 2 )·C(e 1 ≤ e 3 ) +C(e 1 ≤ e 2 )·C(e 2 ≤ e 3 ) .
There are similar rules for removing the minimum function and for isolating variables in constraints. There are also rules for symbolic summation of certain infinite summations. If a is an expression where 0 < a < 1 then we can simplify the expression as follows:
This rule is useful when some of the input to the program follows a geometric distribution.
Finally, there are rules for removing finite products and performing standard algebraic simplification transformations.
Max example. As a small example, let us look at the simple non-recursive program max, which given two values return the largest. It is chosen because of its simplicity while still producing a non-uniform output distribution. The program is defined as max(x,y) = if (x>y) then x else y
The input values are independent and they follow a uniform distribution from 1 to n:
The output probability program is constructed and simplified using transformation rules for conditional expressions and symbolic summation.
. The output probability program takes the output value (z) as input and uses the range of input variables (n) as an implicit parameter.
Add example. The recursive addition function was used as an example in the introduction. We shall see how the original program is inserted into the probability formula, expanded and reduced to a closed form function expressing the probability distribution for the output. Recall the program:
add(x,y) = if (x=0) then y else add(x-1,y+1) and that we assume independence between the input variables and that both input variables x and y have a uniform distribution from 1 to a number n. The output probability program is constructed using the rule for primitive recursion.
The simplification process proceeds as follows.
. The probability program computes a triangular shaped probability distribution with a maximum at n + 1.
Expected value
When programs produce numeric output values we can use the probability output distribution to compute the expected value or an expected value interval for the output values. The expected value is defined as
.
For the add program this gives
which, of course, can be reduced further.
Composite Types
In the approach we have presented the base domain is a countable set and not necessarily just numbers. We only need to be able to define a probability distribution for values in the domain. For lists of length k > 0 where elements are uniformly distributed over the interval 1 to n we can use the probability function
We assign the probability 1/n k to any list of length k where all elements are in the interval from 1 to n. If we consider the member function for non-empty lists, it can be written as
The function will follow the pattern of primitive recursion as described earlier and the output probability distribution for the member function is then
We can then use the unfolding rules to simplify the expression further. The lists were here assumed to contain possibly repeating elements in the list. We could also use a different probability measure to restrict lists to non-repeating lists of values. The example is also analyzed by Wegbreit [37] where he derives the probability as 1 − (1 − (1/n) k ). It is analyzed under the assumption of non-repeating lists but is actually the correct result for repeating lists.
His technique is valid for programs where one can safely assume the Markov property (that probabilities of conditions are fixed). Wegbreit observes that this is not always true even in very simple cases, e.g. in nested conditionals where the outcome of the first condition influences the probability of the outcome for the subsequent condition.
It should be noted that conditions existing inside a recursive structure often invokes dependencies between variables. This occur when there is a gain of knowledge: For instance in the union function for two repeating lists; if the head of the list is not in the second list, the likelihood of the next element not being in the second list increases slightly.
Approximation Techniques
The probability distribution program expresses the probability distribution for output values. Our aim is to transform it into a closed form but this may not always be possible. Failing that, we can instead use approximation techniques to obtain an upper bound for the probability distribution. We have referred to this as the over approximation of the probability distribution, P p .
Cumulative distribution functions. Cumulative probabilities will in some cases be more useful and expressive than probability distributions: Cumulative probabilities can be used in both the discrete and the continuous case, and in some cases approximations can be described more precisely using accumulated probabilities than with ordinary distributions. It tends, however, to be more complex to reduce to closed form and thus may require coarser approximations. The bounding of a cumulative distribution was introduced by Ferson [12] as a P-box and can be used to describe imprecise probability distributions.
Definition 6 (cumulative distribution) Given a program output probability distribution, P p (z), the cumulative program output probability distribution, F p (z), is defined as
Definition 7 (over and under approximation) Given a cumulative output probability of a program p, F p , the over approximation, F p , and the under approximation, F p , are defined as
where for each approximation it must always hold that
When we can deduce that a program may return one of two values, but not which one, then the cumulative probability can be used for a more precise description. Such a program could be if x = 1 then 1 else (if x = 4 then 4 else (if (unanalyzable) then 2 else 3)) and 1 ≤ x ≤ 4 with the probability distribution P x (x) = 1/4 ·C(1 ≤ x ≤ 4). Here, the over approximating distribution function will assign 1/2 for both 2 and 3. In contrast, the over approximating cumulative distribution can express that if the program-output is not 2 it must be 3.
The distributions P p and P p can be used to derive F p and F p . However, these may not be as precise as cumulative distributions derived directly.
When approximating cumulative probability distributions the techniques are different from probability mass functions. Instead one may use copulas [5] to over and under approximate dependencies between subexpressions. Copulas are based on the theory of comonotonicity [10] for distributions that may depend on a common (possibly unknown) random variable.
Related Work
Probabilistic analysis is related to the analysis of probabilistic programs. Probabilistic analysis is analysis of programs with a normal semantics where the input variables are interpreted over probability distributions. Analysis of probabilistic programs analyzes programs with probabilistic semantics where the values of the input variables are unknown (e.g. flow analysis [28] ).
In probabilistic analysis it is important to determine how variables depend on each other, but already in 1976 Denning proposed a flow analysis for revealing whether variables depend on each other [8] . This was presented in the field of secure flow analysis. Denning introduced a lattice-based analysis where she, given the name of a variable, that should be kept secret, deducted which other variables those should be kept secret in order to avoid leaking information. In 1996, Denning's method was refined by Volpano et al. into a type system and for the first time, it was proven sound [36] .
Reasoning about probabilistic semantics is a closely related area to probabilistic analysis, as they both work with nested probabilistic influence. The probabilistic analysis work on standard semantic and analyze it using input probability distributions, where a probabilistic semantics allow for random assignments and probabilistic choices [21] and is normally analyzed using an expanded classical analysis or verification method [7] .
Probabilistic model checking is an automated technique for formally verifying quantitative properties for systems with probabilistic behaviors. It is mainly focused on Markov decision processes, which can model both stochastic and non-deterministic behavior [14, 22] . It differs from probabilistic analysis as it assumes the Markov property.
In 2000, Monniaux applied abstract interpretation to programs with probabilistic semantics and gained safe bounds for worst case analysis [25] . Pierro et al. introduce a linear mapping structure, a Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse, instead of a Galois connection. They use the linear structures to compare 'closeness' of approximations as an expression using the average approximation error. Pierro et al. further explores using probabilistic abstract interpretation to calculate the average case analysis [27] . In 2012, Cousot and Monerau gave a general probabilistic abstraction framework [7] and stated that Pierro et al.'s method and many other abstraction methods can be expressed in this new framework.
When analyzing probabilities the main challenge is to maintain the dependencies throughout the program. Schellekens defines this as Randomness preservation [33] (or random bag preservation) which in his (and Gao's [15] ) case enables tracking of certain data structures and their distributions. They use special data structures as they find these suitable to derive the average number of basic operations. In another approach [37, 29] , tests in programs has been assumed to be independent of previous history, also known as the Markov property (the probability of true is fixed). As Wegbreit remarked, this is true only for some programs (e.g. linear search for repeating lists) and others, this is not the case (linear search for non-repeating lists). The Markov property is the foundation in Markov decision processes which is used in probabilistic model-checking [14] . Cousot et al. presents a probabilistic abstraction framework where they divide the program semantics into probabilistic behavior and (non-)deterministic behavior. They handle loops by using a probability function describing the probability of entering the loop in the ith iteration. Monniaux propose another approach for abstracting probabilistic semantics [25] ; he first lifts a normal semantics to a probabilistic semantics where random generators are allowed and then uses an abstraction to reach a closed form. Monniaux's semantic approach uses a backward probabilistic semantics operating on measurable functions. This is closely related to the forward probabilistic semantics proposed earlier by Kozen [21] .
An alterntive approach to probabilistic analysis is based on symbolic execution of programs with symbolic values [16] . Such techniques can also be used on programs with infinitely many execution paths by limiting the analysis to a finite set of paths at the expense of tightness of probability intervals [32] .
Conclusion
Probabilistic analysis of programs has a renewed interest for analyzing programs for energy consumptions. Numerous embedded systems and mobile applications are limited by restricted battery life on the hardware. In this paper we present a technique for extracting a probability distribution for programs from symbolic distributions of the input. It is a static transformation based method which can analyze a first order language with primitive recursion. From the original program and an input probability distribution we generate an output probability distribution program, and transform this program into closed form. We present the essential transformation rules for unfolding calls to the original program and removing infinite sums. The transformed program is then analyzed and approximated using program transformation techniques. The core elements of the analysis have been implemented in a prototype system with the aim of using it to improve energy efficiency of systems. The central challenges of approximating in a probabilistic setting are discussed and we describe some advantages of using cumulative distributions along with copulas to achieve a tighter approximation.
